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ABSTRACT

We calculate herein the late stages of terrestrial planet accumulation around a solar-type star that has a binary com-
panion with semimajor axis larger than the terrestrial planet region. We perform more than 100 simulations to survey
binary parameter space and to account for sensitive dependence on initial conditions in these dynamical systems. As
expected, sufficiently wide binaries leave the planet formation process largely unaffected. As a rough approximation,
binary stars with periastron qB >10 AU have a minimal effect on terrestrial planet formation within �2 AU of the
primary, whereas binary stars with qB P 5AU restrict terrestrial planet formation to within�1 AU of the primary star.
Given the observed distribution of binary orbital elements for solar-type primaries, we estimate that about 40%Y50%
of the binary population is wide enough to allow terrestrial planet formation to take place unimpeded. The large
number of simulations allows us to determine the distribution of results—the distribution of plausible terrestrial
planet systems—for effectively equivalent starting conditions. We present (rough) distributions for the number of
planets, their masses, and their orbital elements.

Subject headinggs: binaries: general — planets and satellites: formation

1. INTRODUCTION

A binary star system is the most common result of the star for-
mation process, at least for solar-type stars, and the question of
planet formation in binaries is rapidly coming into focus. At least
30 of the first 170 extrasolar planets that have been detected are
in so-called S-type orbits, which encircle one component of a
main-sequence binary/multiple star system (Eggenberger et al.
2004; Raghavan et al. 2006; Butler et al. 2006). This sample
includes three systems—GJ 86 (Queloz et al. 2000), � Cephei
(Hatzes et al. 2003), and HD 41004 (Zucker et al. 2004)—with
stellar semimajor axes of only �20 AU, well within the region
spanned by planets in our own solar system. Five of these 30
planets orbit one member of a triple star system (Raghavan et al.
2006). One example is the planet HD 188753 Ab, which has a
minimum mass of 1.14 times the mass of Jupiter, MJ , and was
detected in a 3.35 day S-type orbit around a 1.06M� star. A short-
period binary star system (with a total mass of 1.63M�) orbits this
host-star/planet systemwith a remarkably close periastron distance
of�6AU (Konacki 2005). The effects of the binary companion(s)
on the formation of these planets remain unclear, especially from
a theoretical perspective. The statistics of the observational data,
however, suggest that binarity has an effect on planetary masses
and orbits (Eggenberger et al. 2004). The existence of terrestrial-
mass planets in main-sequence binary star systems remains ob-
servationally unconstrained. The Kepler mission,1 set for launch
in late 2008, has the potential to photometrically detect Earth-like
planets in both single and binary star systems, and will help
provide such constraints.

Some theoretical research on terrestrial planet formation in bi-
nary star systems has already been carried out. The growth stage
from kilometer-sized planetesimals to the formation of Moon- to
Mars-sized bodies within a gaseous disk, via runaway and oli-
garchic growth, has been numerically simulated with favorable
results in the� Centauri AB binary star system (Marzari & Scholl
2000) and the � Cephei binary/giant-planet system (Thébault
et al. 2004). In each case, the combined effects of the stellar per-
turbations and gas drag lead to periastron alignment of the plan-
etesimal population, thereby reducing the relative and collisional
velocities and increasing the planetesimal accretion efficiency
within�2.5 AU of the central star. Thébault et al. (2006) further
examined this stage of planetesimal growth in binary star systems
with stellar separations aB � 50 AU and eccentricities eB � 0:9.
In addition to the damping of secular perturbations on planetes-
imals in the presence of gas drag, they found that the evolution is
highly sensitive to the initial size distribution of the bodies in the
disk, and binary systems with eB k 0 can inhibit runaway accre-
tion within a disk of unequally-sized planetesimals.

The final stages of terrestrial planet formation—from planetary
embryos to planets—have been modeled for � Centauri AB,
the closest binary star system to the Sun (Barbieri et al. 2002;
Quintana et al. 2002; Turrini et al. 2005). The G2 star � Cen A
(1.1 M�) and the K1 star � Cen B (0.91 M�) are bound with a
stellar separation of aB � 23:4AU and a binary eccentricity eB �
0:52, and have a stellar periastron qB � aB(1� eB) � 11:2 AU.
Various disk mass distributions around � Cen Awere examined
in Barbieri et al. (2002), and terrestrial planets formed in their
simulations with semimajor axes within �1.6 AU of � Cen A.
Quintana et al. (2002) performed 33 simulations using virtually
the same initial diskmass distribution (the ‘‘bimodal’’ model that1 See http://www.kepler.arc.nasa.gov.
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is used in the simulations presented in this article) with a range
of initial disk inclinations (0

�Y60�, and also 180
�
) relative to

the binary orbital plane for a disk centered around � Cen A,
and performed a set of simulations with a disk centered around
� Cen B coplanar to the stellar orbit. From 3 to 5 terrestrial plan-
ets formed around� CenA in simulations for which the midplane
of the diskwas initially inclined by 30� or less relative to the stellar
orbit (Quintana et al. 2002; Quintana 2004), and from 2 to 5 plan-
ets formed around � Cen B (Quintana 2003). For comparison,
growth from the same initial disk placed around the Sun with
neither giant planets nor a stellar companion perturbing the system
was simulated by Quintana et al. (2002). Material remained far-
ther from the Sun, and accretionwasmuch slower (�1Gyr) com-
paredwith the aforementioned�CenAB integrations (�200Myr)
and simulations of the Sun-Jupiter-Saturn system (�150Y200Myr),
all of which began with virtually the same initial disk (Chambers
2001; Quintana & Lissauer 2006). These simulations show that
giant and stellar companions not only truncate the disk, but hasten
the accretion process by stirring up the planetary embryos to
higher eccentricities and inclinations. Raymond et al. (2004) ex-
plored terrestrial planet growth around a Sun-like star with a
Jupiter-like planet in awide range of initial configurations (masses
and orbits), and demonstrated that an eccentric Jupiter clears out
material in the asteroid region much faster than a giant planet on a
circular orbit.

The formation of planets in so-called P-type orbits, which en-
circle both stars of a binary star system, has also been investigated.
Nelson&Papaloizou (2003) andNelson (2003) studied the effects
of a giant protoplanet within a viscous circumbinary disk (with the
total mass of the stars and the protoplanet equal to 1 M�), and
found modes of evolution in which the protoplanet can remain in
stable orbits, even around eccentric binary star systems. The final
stages of terrestrial planet formation have been numerically sim-
ulated in P-type circumbinary orbits around binary stars with a
total mass of 1 M�, semimajor axes 0:05 AU � aB � 0:4 AU,
and binary eccentricities eB � 0:8 (Quintana 2004; Lissauer et al.
2004; Quintana &Lissauer 2006). These simulations began with
the same bimodal initial disk mass distribution as the model used
in this article, and the final planetary systems were statistically
compared to planetary systems formed in the Sun-Jupiter-Saturn
system (which used the same starting disk conditions). Terrestrial
planets similar to those in the solar system formed around binary
stars with apastra QB � aB(1þ eB) P0:2 AU, whereas simula-
tions of binaries with larger maximum separations resulted in
fewer planets, especially interior to 1 AU of the binary star cen-
ter of mass. Herein, we only consider terrestrial planet formation
around a single main-sequence star with a stellar companion, and
aim to find similar constraints on the stellar masses and orbits that
allow the formation of terrestrial planets similar to the Mercury-
Venus-Earth-Mars system.

A related issue is that of the long-term stability of planetary
systems in binaries (after planet formation has been completed).
Wiegert & Holman (1997) examined test particles around one
and both stars in the � Cen AB system, and Holman & Wiegert
(1999) explored the stability of orbits in and around (a wide range
of ) binary star systems. These two studies demonstrated that the
stability regions are dependent on four parameters: the binary
semimajor axis aB, the binary eccentricity eB, the inclination of
the disk relative to the stellar orbit, and the stellar mass ratio � �
MC/(M? þMC), whereM? is the mass of the primary star andMC

is themass of the companion. Dynamical stability calculations of
an Earth-like planet orbiting a solar-mass (M�) star with an inter-
mediatemass companion (MC ¼ 0:001Y0:5M�) have shown that
the regions of stability depend most sensitively on the binary

periastron qB � aB(1� eB) for a given companion mass MC

(David et al. 2003). These stability calculations, in conjunc-
tion with the observed distributions of binary orbital parameters
(Duquennoy & Mayor 1991), indicate that �50% of all binary
systems are wide enough that Earth-like planets can remain stable
for the age of the solar system. In addition, similar calculations
of bodies in circumbinary orbits (Quintana & Lissauer 2006),
along with the observed binary period distribution (David et al.
2003), indicate that approximately 10% of main-sequence binary
stars are close enough to each other to allow the formation and
long-term stability of Earth-like planets. One goal of this paper
is to provide an analogous constraint for planet formation around
individual stars in binary systems, i.e., find the fraction of bi-
naries that allow for an entire system of terrestrial planets to form.
For the sake of definiteness, we (somewhat arbitrarily) define a
‘‘complete’’ terrestrial planet system to be one that extends out to
at least the present orbit of Mars, �1.5 AU, which encompasses
the inner terrestrial planets in the solar system and also the hab-
itable zone of Sun-like stars (Kasting et al. 1993).
In this article, we present the results from a large survey (�120

numerical simulations) on the effects of a stellar companion on the
final stages of terrestrial planet formation in S-type orbits around
one component of a main-sequence binary star system. We ex-
amine stellar mass ratios of � ¼ 1/3, 1/2, and 2/3 (for stars with
masses of either 0.5 or 1 M�), and the stellar orbital parameters
(aB, eB) are varied such that the systems take on periastron values
of qB ¼ 5, 7.5, or 10 AU. Multiple simulations, usually 3Y10, are
performed for each binary star system with slight changes in the
starting states in order to explore the sensitivity of the planet for-
mation process to the initial conditions. In one case, we performed
30 integrations of a single system (with qB ¼ 7:5 AU, aB ¼
10 AU, and eB ¼ 0:25) to produce a large distribution of final
planetary systems in order to quantify this chaotic effect. This
paper is organized as follows. The orbital stability of test par-
ticles in S-type orbits in binary star systems is discussed in x 2.
The numerical model and initial conditions are presented in x 3,
and results of our planetary accretion simulations are presented
and discussed in x 4. We conclude in x 5 with a summary of our
results and their implications.

2. ORBITAL STABILITY

Prior to examining planetary accretion in binaries, we briefly
consider the stability of test particles in the binary systems of
interest. In approximate terms, if a binary is wide enough so that
test particles in orbit about the primary remain largely unperturbed
over a time span of �100 Myr (characteristic of terrestrial planet
formation), onewould not expect the binary to have a large impact
on planet formation. The regions of orbital stability of planets in
S-type orbits have been investigated previously for a wide range
of binary star systems (Holman & Wiegert 1999; David et al.
2003). Holman & Wiegert (1999) performed a dynamical anal-
ysis for stellar mass ratios in the range 0:1� � � 0:9, and for
binary eccentricities 0 � eB � 0:8. In their study, test particles
were placed in the binary orbital plane between 0.02aB and 0.5aB
at eight equally spaced longitudes per semimajor axis, and the
system was evolved forward in time for 104 binary periods. The
outermost stable orbit of the primary star for which all eight par-
ticles survived (which they refer to as the critical semimajor axis,
ac) was determined for each system.
We have performed analogous test particle simulations for the

binary star systems examined in this article, which include equal
mass (� ¼ 0:5) binary stars (with eccentricities 0 � eB � 0:875),
and binary systems with � ¼ 1/3 or 2/3 (where eB ¼ 0:25 in each
case). Test particles were placed between 0.02aB and 0.5aB (with
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increments of 0.01aB) at eight equally spaced longitudes per semi-
major axis. We use a ‘‘wide-binary’’ symplectic algorithm devel-
oped byChambers et al. (2002) for these and subsequent accretion
simulations. This algorithm is based on the mapping method of
Wisdom & Holman (1991), and was designed to calculate the
evolution of particles/bodies around a central star with a massive
companion perturbing the primary star/disk system. Each system
was followed for 106 binary orbits, and the critical semimajor axis
(for which all eight particles remained in the system) was calcu-
lated and is given in Table 1.2 Note that some of the systems used
here have values of eB in between those examined in Holman &
Wiegert (1999), and on extrapolation the results presented in
Table 1 are consistent with their study.

3. NUMERICAL MODEL AND INITIAL CONDITIONS

Each simulation begins with a disk of planetesimals and plan-
etary embryos centered around what we will refer to as the pri-
mary star (even though for most simulations the stars have equal
masses, and in one set of runs the planetesimals and embryos en-
circle the lower mass star), with the midplane of the disk coplanar
to the stellar orbit, and the binary companion in an orbit exterior to
the terrestrial planet region. These simulations use an initial disk
composed of planetesimals and embryos with masses and orbits
virtually identical to those used in previous simulations of terres-
trial planet formation in the Sun-Jupiter-Saturn system, in partic-
ular, the model of Chambers (2001) that was most successful in
reproducing the terrestrial planets in our solar system. Although
this formulation is not complete or definitive, it provides a model
that reproduces our terrestrial planet system (albeit with somewhat
larger eccentricities) and can thus be used as a reference point. By
performing a large ensemble of analogous simulations in binary
systems with varying orbital elements, we can assess the effects of
binarity on the planet formation process.

The disk is composed of Moon- to Mars-sized rocky bodies
which are assumed to have already formed from a disk of gas and
dust. In particular, 14 planetary embryos (each 0.0933 times the
mass of the Earth,M�) compose half of the disk mass, while the
remaining mass is distributed equally among 140 planetesimals
(each with a mass of 0.00933M�), providing a total disk mass of
�2.6M�. The initial radial extent of the disk is between 0.36 and
2.05 AU of the primary star, and the radius of each body is cal-
culated assuming amaterial density of 3 g cm�3. The protoplanets
beganwith initial eccentricities of e � 0:01, inclinations i � 0:5�,
and specific initial orbital elements were chosen at random from
specified ranges; the same set of randomly selected values was
used for all simulations.

The wide-binary algorithm that we use follows the evolution
of each body in the disk subject to gravitational perturbations
from both stars, and to gravitational interactions and completely
inelastic collisions with other bodies in the disk (Chambers et al.
2002). Material that is not accreted onto growing planets may be
lost from the system by either orbiting too close to the central star
(for the simulations presented herein, planetesimals/embryos are
removed when their periastron�0.1 AU), or if it is ejected from
the system (if its trajectory exceeds a distance comparable to the
binary semimajor axis). A time step of 7 days is used, and the
evolution of each system is followed for 200Y500Myr. For a dis-
cussion on the validity of using a 7 day time step for this accre-
tion disk, see x 2.2 of Quintana & Lissauer (2006).

Many of our simulations began with binary stars on highly
eccentric orbits, which would perturb disk material into more el-
liptical orbits than is considered in our chosen initial conditions.
One might worry that this mismatch in initial conditions could
produce a systematic bias in our results. This issue was investi-
gated in Appendix B of Quintana & Lissauer (2006), in which
the standard bimodal disk (as previously described) was centered
around close binary stars. It was shown that beginning the pro-
toplanets with the appropriate nested elliptical orbits, rather than
in nearly circular orbits, did not impact the resulting planetary sys-
tems in a statistically significant manner. In other words, the sys-
tematic effect from the differing initial eccentricities of bodies in
each disk on the final planet systems that form (in otherwise iden-
tical systems) were comparable to or smaller than the effects re-
sulting from chaos. These results were also consistent with test
particle simulations in eccentric binary star systems performed by
Pichardo et al. (2005).

We examine binary star systems with stellar mass ratios � �
MC/(M? þMC) ¼ 1/3, 1/2, or 2/3, where M? is the mass of the
primary star and MC is the mass of the companion. Table 2 dis-
plays the stellar parameters used in our accretion simulations,
grouped into four sets according to the stellar masses involved.
Themajority of our simulations begin with equal mass stars (� ¼
1/2) of eitherM? ¼ MC ¼ 0:5 M� (set A) orM? ¼ MC ¼ 1 M�

TABLE 1

The Outermost Stable S-Type Orbit (ac)

eB � = 1/3 � = 1/2 � = 2/3

0.................................. . . . 0.26 . . .

0.25............................. 0.23 0.20 0.11

0.5............................... . . . 0.12 . . .

0.625........................... . . . 0.08 . . .
0.75............................. . . . 0.06 . . .

0.8125......................... . . . 0.04 . . .

0.875........................... . . . 0.03 . . .

2 We note that David et al. (2003) performed similar calculations using both a
symplectic code and a Bulirsh-Stoer integration scheme; both numerical algo-
rithms produced the same results, i.e., the same distribution of ejection times.

TABLE 2

Binary Star Parameters

Set

qB
(AU)

aB
(AU) eB

ac
(AU) Number of Runs

Set Aa .................. 5 10 0.5 1.2 5

5 20 0.75 1.2 3

5 40 0.875 1.2 3

7.5 10 0.25 2 5

7.5 20 0.625 1.6 3

7.5 40 0.8125 1.6 3

10 10 0 2.6 5

10 131
3

0.25 2.6 3

10 20 0.5 2.4 3

10 40 0.75 2.4 5

Set B ................... 5 10 0.5 1.2 10

7.5 10 0.25 2 30

10 10 0 2.6 10

10 40 0.75 2.4 20

Set C ................... 7.5 10 0.25 1.1 5

Set D ................... 7.5 10 0.25 2.3 5

a The four sets of accretion simulations are grouped according to the masses
of the binary stars. Set A (M? ¼ MC ¼ 0:5 M�) and set B (M? ¼ MC ¼ 1 M�)
have the same stellar mass ratios of � ¼ 1/2. In set C (M? ¼ 0:5 M� and MC ¼
1 M�), � ¼ 2/3, while set D (M? ¼ 1 M� andMC ¼ 0:5 M�) has � ¼ 1/3. Here
M? indicates the primary star around which the disk is centered, and MC is the
stellar companion.
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(set B). In the simulations of set C, the primary star (the one the
disk is centered around) is more massive,M? ¼ 1 M� andMC ¼
0:5 M� (� ¼ 1/3). In set D, the primary star is smaller, M? ¼
0:5 M� and MC ¼ 1 M� (� ¼ 2/3). The stellar semimajor axis
aB and binary eccentricity eB are varied such that the binary
periastron takes one of the three values qB ¼ 5, 7.5, or 10 AU
(see the second, third, and fourth columns of Table 2). Note that
binary systems withmuch wider periastra would have little effect
on terrestrial planet formation, whereas systems with smaller
periastra would completely destroy the initial disk of planetes-
imals. The binary stars are separated by aB ¼ 10, 131

3
, 20, or

40 AU, and the eccentricities are varied in the range 0 � eB �
0:875. The fifth column of Table 2 gives the outermost stable
orbit for each system, ac (expressed here in AU), as described in
the previous section. The largest semimajor axis for which par-

ticles can be stable in any of the systems that we explore is 2.6 AU
(Table 2); we therefore omit giant planets analogous to those in
the solar system (which orbit beyond 5 AU) in our integrations.
For our accretion simulations, our exploration of parameter

space has two coupled goals. On one hand, we want to determine
the effects of the binary orbital elements on the final terrestrial
planet systems produced. On the other hand, for a given binary
configuration, we want to explore the distribution of possible re-
sulting planetary systems (where the results must be described in
terms of a distribution due to the sensitive dependence on the ini-
tial conditions). Toward these ends, we have performed from 3 to
30 integrations ( last column in Table 2) for each binary star con-
figuration (�, aB, and eB) considered herein, with small differ-
ences in the initial conditions: a single planetesimal near 0.5, 1,
or 1.5 AU is moved forward along its orbit by a small amount

Fig. 1.—Temporal evolution of two simulations, eachwith aB ¼ 10AU, eB ¼ 0:25, and equalmass stars of 1M�, is shown in the first two columns. The only difference
between these two simulations at the start of the integration is that one planetesimal near 1 AU (in the second run) is shifted forward by 1m along its orbit. The third column
overlays the two systems at the corresponding time in order to demonstrate the divergence of initially nearby orbits. The bodies in the disk are represented by circles whose
sizes are proportional to the physical sizes of the bodies, and whose locations show the orbital semimajor axes and eccentricities of the represented bodies relative to the
central star. In the third column, bodies for which (ep1 � ep2 )

2 þ (ap1 � ap2 )
2 > 0:001, where ep and ap are the eccentricity and semimajor axis of each planetesimal/

embryo, are plotted in red (for the bodies from the first column) and in blue (for the corresponding bodies in the second column). Note that while these systems seem
qualitatively similar at early times, the two systems begin to diverge within 500 yr of the simulation. The small change in the initial conditions ultimately leads to the
formation of two very different planetary systems, 3 planets versus 5, as shown in the final row.
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Fig. 2b

Fig. 2aFig. 2bFig. 2.—Time evolution of the semimajor axis (ap), eccentricity (ep), and inclination (ip) is shown for a planetesimal on an initial orbit near 1 AU (top three panels), and
for another planetesimal that began near 0.95 AU (bottom three panels), from the first 1000 yr of the two simulations shown in Fig. 1. (a) Initial orbits of the two
planetesimals near 1 AU (red and blue lines) differ by 1 m in their mean anomaly, while all other system parameters are identical. (b) Two planetesimals began on identical
orbits near 0.95 AU (red and blue lines). The chaotic behavior of these systems is apparent early in the simulations, and the orbital elements of nearby trajectories diverge
with Lyapunov times of �100Y200 yr.

Fig. 2a



(1Y9 m) prior to the integration. Ideally, of course, one would
perform larger numbers of integrations to more fully sample the
distributions of results, but computer resources limit our sample
size.

4. PLANETARY ACCRETION SIMULATIONS

This section presents the results of our numerical simulations.
We first consider the chaotic nature of the integrations (x 4.1) and
discuss how sensitive dependence on initial conditions affects
the nature of our results. In x 4.2, we present a broad overview of
our simulations by showing typical sequences of evolution and
general trends emerging in the results. We focus on the proper-
ties of final planetary systems in x 4.3, where such properties are
described in terms of distributions.

4.1. Chaotic Effects

Before comparing the results of terrestrial planet growth within
various binary star systems, it is worthwhile to take a closer look at
the stochastic nature of these N-body simulations, and keep in
mind throughout this study that long term integrations are not
ephemerides, but probes of qualitative and statistical properties
of the orbits (Saha et al. 1997). To demonstrate the sensitive de-
pendence on the initial conditions, Figure 1 shows the evolu-
tion of two nearly identical simulations (with aB ¼ 10 AU, eB ¼
0:25, andM? ¼ MC ¼ 1 M�) that differ only in a 1 m shift of one
planetesimal near 1 AU prior to the integration. Each panel shows
the eccentricity of each body in the disk as a function of semimajor
axis at the specified time, and the radius of each symbol is pro-
portional to the radius of the body that it represents. The first two
columns show the temporal evolution from each simulation, and
the third column plots the discrepancy between the two systems
at the corresponding simulation time: planetesimals/embryos
from the first and second columns with orbits which diverged in
a; eð Þ space by more than 0.001 are shown in red and in blue,
respectively. At 100 yr into the simulation, the two disks shown

in Figure 1 are virtually identical. Although there are no ejections
or collisions within the first 500 yr of either simulation, the bodies
in the disk are dynamically excited, especially toward the outer
edge of the disk, and begin to exhibit chaotic behavior. The gen-
eral behavior of the disk is similar between the two systems, yet
the stochastic nature leads to remarkably different final planetary
systems.
Figures 2a and 2b each show the orbital elements of a single

planetesimal from the two simulations presented in Figure 1. The
semimajor axis (ap), eccentricity (ep), and inclination relative to
the binary orbital plane (ip) are shown as a function of time for
the first 1000 yr of the integrations. In Figure 2a, the two plan-
etesimals (shown by red and blue lines) beganwith the same semi-
major axis near 1 AU, and differed only by a 1 m shift in their
mean anomaly. The two planetesimals shown in Figure 2b, from
the same two simulations as the planetesimals in Figure 2a, began
with identical initial orbits near 0.95 AU. The values of each
element oscillatewith time due to the combined effect of the stellar
and planetary perturbations, and the orbits of two planetesimals
clearly diverge from one another on timescales longer than their
short-period oscillations. The divergence between the simulations
is mainly due to discrete events, i.e., close encounters between
planetesimals/embryos, and the Lyapunov time for theseN-body
systems (where N ¼ 156) is of order 102 yr. In Figure 2a, the
planetesimal shown in red was ultimately ejected at 6.8 Myr into
the first integration, while the planetesimal shown in blue fell to
within 0.1 AU of the central star at 10.6 Myr into the second
integration. In Figure 2b, the planetesimal shown in red collided
with another planetesimal at 1.4Myr, and this moremassive body
was later accreted by an embryo at 58 Myr. The planetesimal
shown in blue in Figure 2b, however, was swept up by a larger
embryo at 47.6 Myr into the simulation. Although small differ-
ences in initial conditions (in an otherwise identical system)
can ultimately lead to the formation of entirely different terres-
trial planet systems (number, masses, and orbits, etc.), the early
evolution of the disk is similar among systems with the same

TABLE 3

Statistics for Final Planetary Systems

System

(1)

Number of Runs

(2)

Np

(3)

Nm

(4)

apmax

(5)

apmax
/ac

(6)

Qp

(7)

Qp/qB
(8)

Sm
(9)

ml?

(10)

ml1

(11)

E/E0

(12)

L/L0
(13)

A_10_0.5 .............................. 5 2 0.2 0.90 0.65 0.95 0.17 0.66 34.9 31.5 1.64 0.74

A_20_0.75............................ 3 1.3 0 0.71 0.68 0.52 0.13 0.93 40.4 31.3 1.76 0.71

A_40_0.875 .......................... 3 1 0 0.60 0.47 0.52 0.13 1.00 42.9 34.4 1.86 0.67

A_10_0.25 ............................ 5 3.2 0 1.32 0.59 1.43 0.17 0.50 9.6 39.8 1.49 0.79

A_20_0.625.......................... 3 2.3 0 1.32 0.79 1.24 0.18 0.68 38.9 8.8 1.43 0.81

A_40_0.8125 ........................ 3 1.7 0.3 0.97 0.58 0.85 0.14 0.64 34.2 18.1 1.52 0.78

A_10_0 ................................. 5 3.2 1.2 2.07 0.77 2.50 0.23 0.50 0.2 39.5 1.39 0.84

A_13.3_0.25 ......................... 3 3 0.3 1.68 0.50 1.50 0.14 0.41 5.4 27.0 1.31 0.85

A_20_0.5 .............................. 3 2.3 0 1.56 0.59 1.39 0.16 0.52 30.8 1.7 1.31 0.87

A_40_0.75 ............................ 5 1.8 0 1.47 0.45 2.06 0.13 0.68 26.4 12.4 1.44 0.81

B_10_0.5 .............................. 10 1.8 0.6 0.87 0.62 0.99 0.16 0.73 35.5 29.2 1.62 0.74

B_10_0.25 ............................ 30 2.8 0.5 1.65 0.58 1.81 0.17 0.56 9.8 30.1 1.36 0.83

B_10_0 ................................. 10 3.8 0.7 2.15 0.64 2.78 0.18 0.47 0.0 25.7 1.22 0.90

B_40_0.75 ............................ 20 2.6 0.2 1.85 0.55 1.99 0.15 0.60 19.2 7.5 1.26 0.87

C_10_0.25_2/3..................... 5 2.8 0.6 1.05 0.81 1.06 0.12 0.53 0.0 72.4 1.66 0.74

D_10_0.25_1/3 ..................... 5 3.4 0.2 1.58 0.61 1.79 0.21 0.54 25.5 0.3 1.24 0.88

MVEM.................................. . . . 4.0 0.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.51 . . . . . . . . . . . .

SJS......................................... 31 3.0 0.7 . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.51 23.9 2.0 1.26 0.87

Sun ........................................ 3 4.3 12 . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.39 0.0 0.5 1.06 1.01

Sun (a < 2 AU) ................... 3 3.0 0.7 . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.48 0.0 18.7a 1.21 0.90

� Cen A (i = 0�) .................. 4 4.3 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.40 11.6 0.8 1.12 0.94

a Mass lost plus mass ending up in planets/minor planets beyond 2 AU.
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binary star parameters, and there are clear trends in the final plan-
etary systems that form (as presented and discussed in the next
two subsections).

4.2. Overview of Results

Table 3 displays, for each binary star configuration, a set of
statistics developed to help quantify the final planetary systems
formed. Each (�, aB, eB) configuration is listed in column (1),
and the number of runs performed for each configuration are
given in column (2). Columns (3)Y(13) are defined as follows
(see Chambers 2001; Quintana et al. 2002; and Quintana &
Lissauer [2006] for mathematical descriptions of most of these
statistics). Note that, with the exception of column (5), only the
average value of each statistic is given for each set.

Column (3). The average number of planets, Np, at least as
massive as the planet Mercury (�0.06 M�), that form in the

system. Note that each of the 14 planetary embryos in the initial
disk satisfy this mass requirement, as do bodies consisting of at
least 7 planetesimals.
Column (4). The average number of minor planets, Nm, less

massive than the planet Mercury that remain in the final system.
Column (5). The maximum semimajor axis of the final plan-

ets, apmax
.

Column (6). The average value of the ratio of the maximum
semimajor axis to the outermost stable orbit of the system, apmax /ac.
Column (7). The maximum apastron of the final planets,

Qp � ap(1þ ep).
Column (8). The average value of the ratio of the maximum

apastron Qp to the binary periastron qB � aB(1� eB).
Column (9). The fraction of the final mass in the largest planet,

Sm.
Column (10). The percentage of the initial mass that was lost,

ml? , due to close encounters (�0.1 AU) with the primary star.

Fig. 3.—Temporal evolution of three systems from set A is shown here, with each body in the disk represented by black solid circles (with symbol sizes proportional to
planet sizes). These three simulations each begin with equal mass stars of 0.5M� and semimajor axis aB ¼ 20AU. The simulations differ in their stellar eccentricities (and
therefore periastra): eB ¼ 0:75 and qB ¼ 5 AU ( first column), eB ¼ 0:625 and qB ¼ 7:5 AU (middle column), and eB ¼ 0:5 and qB ¼ 10 AU (third column). The disk is
clearly truncated in the qB ¼ 5 and 7 AU simulations, but still dynamically excited in each case. The amount of mass that is lost (averaged for each system) is approximately
71% (qB ¼ 5 AU), 48% (qB ¼ 7:5 AU), and 33% (qB ¼ 10 AU). The final planets formed from two additional realizations of each system (with the same stellar parameters)
are shown in the last row with gray and open circles; their early evolution (not shown) has similar trends to the simulation shown with black solid symbols.
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Column (11). The percentage of the initial mass that was
ejected from the system without passing within 0.1 AU of the
primary star, ml1 .
Column (12). The total mechanical (kinetic+potential) energy

per unit mass for the planets remaining at the end of a simulation,
E, normalized byE0, the energy per unit mass of the disk bodies at
the beginning of the integration.
Column (13). The angular momentum per unit mass of the

final planets, L, normalized by L0, the angular momentum per
unit mass of the initial system.

For comparison, following the results from sets AYD are anal-
ogous statistics for the following systems: the terrestrial planets
Mercury-Venus-Earth-Mars in the solar system (MVEM, of which
only three are actual observables); the averaged values for 31 ac-
cretion simulations in the Sun-Jupiter-Saturn system (SJS_ave;

Chambers 2001; Quintana & Lissauer 2006); the averaged values
from a set of accretion simulations around the Sun with neither
giant planets nor a stellar companion perturbing the system
(Sun_ave; Quintana et al. 2002); the averaged values for the plan-
ets formed within 2 AU of the Sun-only simulations (Sun_ave
[a < 2 AU]; Quintana et al. 2002); and the averaged values for
the planetary systems formed around�CenA in simulations for
which the disk began coplanar (i ¼ 0

�
) to the � Cen AB binary

orbital plane (� Cen [i ¼ 0�]; Quintana et al. 2002).
Table 3 shows both the striking uniformity of (many of ) these

statistical measures, in spite of the great diversity of stellar con-
figurations under consideration, and the systematic variation of
the output measures with initial conditions. For example, col-
umn (8) shows that terrestrial planet systems have a nearly con-
stant size, measured as a fraction of binary periastron. On one
hand, this size ratio lies in the range 0.12Y0.23 for each set of

Fig. 4.—Temporal evolution of the bodies in the disk from three simulations of setA (M? ¼ MC ¼ 0:5 M�), each of which beganwith a binary periastron of qB ¼ 7:5AU,
are represented in each column with black filled circles. The simulations differ in the stellar semimajor axes aB and eccentricities eB. In the first column, aB ¼ 10 AU and
eB ¼ 0:25, in the middle column aB ¼ 20 AU and eB ¼ 0:625, and in the third column aB ¼ 40 AU and eB ¼ 0:8125. The bottom row displays the results of two additional
simulations (gray and open circles) which began with the same stellar parameters. See Fig. 3 for an explanation of the symbols. Early in each simulation, many of the
planetesimals near the outer edge of the disk are lost from the system, as are the moremassive embryos in simulations that begin with larger aB and eB. The total mass loss from
the three integrations is comparable,�50%, although most of the mass that is lost from the more eccentric binary star systems (middle and third columns) typically ends up
being removed by passing too close (within 0.1 AU) to the central star.
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simulations. On the other hand, this size ratio clearly varies sys-
tematically with variations in the class of initial conditions. Of
course, the ratio varies from system to system within the same
class of starting conditions. Similar behavior occurs for all of
these statistical measures: they all havewell-defined characteristic
values for the entire (diverse) set of systems under consideration,
they all vary systematically with the class of initial conditions,
and they all vary stochastically from case to case for systems
within the same (effectively equivalent) class of initial conditions.

Avisual comparison of the effects from various binary stars on
the evolution of the disk of planetary embryos is given in Fig-
ures 3Y6, each of which provides a side-by-side view of three sim-
ulations that have two of the four stellar parameters (�, aB, eB, qB)
in common. Figure 3 shows the evolution of three systems from
setA, eachwith� ¼ 0:5 (M? ¼ MC ¼ 0:5 M�) and aB ¼ 20AU.

The simulations differ only in the stellar eccentricities (and there-
fore periastra): eB ¼ 0:75 and qB ¼ 5 AU ( first column), eB ¼
0:625 and qB ¼ 7:5 AU (middle column), and eB ¼ 0:5 and qB ¼
10 AU (third column). The temporal evolution of a single sim-
ulation is shown with black solid circles which represent (and
are proportional to) the bodies in the disk. In addition, the last
row shows the final planetary systems that formed in two other
realizations of the same system (shownwith gray and open circles
in Figs. 3Y6). In the first two columns of Figure 3, binary systems
with qB ¼ 5 and 7 AU, the stellar companion truncates the disk
to within 2 AU early in the simulation. The high binary star ec-
centricities stir up both the planetesimals and embryos, especially
toward the outer edge of the disk. Among the three realizations
of the qB ¼ 5 AU system, 40% of the initial mass on average was
perturbed to within 0.1 AU of the central star, and an average of

Fig. 5.—Temporal evolution of the bodies in the disk from three simulations of set B (M? ¼ MC ¼ 1 M�), each of which begin with aB ¼ 10 AU, is shown in each
column with black filled circles. These simulations differ in the binary eccentricity and periastra: eB ¼ 0:5 and qB ¼ 5 AU (left column), eB ¼ 0:25 and qB ¼ 7:5 AU
(middle column), and eB ¼ 0 and qB ¼ 10 AU (right column). The bottom row also displays the results of two additional simulations (gray and open circles) using the
same stellar parameters. See Fig. 3 for the explanation of the symbols. These simulations display similar accretion timescales and result in similar final planetary systems as
analogous simulations from set Awhich have the same stellar mass ratio � ¼ 0:5, but consist of equal mass stars of 0.5M�. The bodies in the disk in set B, however, are
slightly less perturbed than those in set A due to the smaller mass ratio of the planetesimals/embryos to the stars, which leads to systems with slightly larger radial extents
than those formed in set A.
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31% of the initial disk mass was ejected from the system (see
cols. [10] and [11] of Table 3). The remaining mass was accreted
into 1 or 2 final planets, with semimajor axes ap P 0:7 AU, on
timescales of �20Y50 Myr.

The middle column of Figure 3 shows the qB ¼ 7:5 AU (eB ¼
0:625) system, in which an average of �39% of the material was
lost into the central star, and only 9% of the initial mass was
ejected from the system.Most of the accretion was complete by
�100 Myr, resulting in the formation of 2Y3 planets with ap P
1:3 AU (the largest apastron of any planet in the set was Qp ¼
1:4 AU). In the qB ¼ 10 AU (and eB ¼ 0:5) simulations, shown
in the third column of Figure 3, the eccentricities of the bodies
in the disk are perturbed to high values, while the disk extends
to beyond 2 AU within the first 20 Myr. In these runs, an aver-
age of�31% of the initial mass is lost into the primary star,�2%
is ejected, and 2 or 3 planets remain within Qp P 1:8 AU. The
fraction of mass that composes the largest planet, Sm (col. [9] of

Table 3), decreases with increasing qB (from 0.95 to 0.53 in the
systems shown in Fig. 3), and is anticorrelated with the number of
final planets that form. The magnitudes of the specific energy of
the qB ¼ 5, 7.5, and 10 AU systems increase by 76%, 43%, and
31%, respectively, while the specific angular momentum of these
systems decreases by 29%, 19%, and 13% from their original val-
ues (cols. [12] and [13] of Table 3).
Figure 4 shows three simulations from set A with the same

stellar periastron qB ¼ 7:5 AU, but with differing values of (aB,
eB). In the first column, in which aB ¼ 10 AU and eB ¼ 0:25, the
planetesimals are highly excited, yet most of the larger embryos
in the disk remain with ep P 0:1 within the first few million years.
In the middle and final column, in which the semimajor axis and
the eccentricity (aB, eB) are both increased to (20 AU, 0.625) and
(40 AU, 0.8125), respectively, the more massive embryos are
also excited to high values of ep. The total mass that was lost is
comparable among the three simulations, and also among the

Fig. 6.—Temporal evolution of three simulations (black filled circles) with different stellar mass ratios but the same orbital parameters: qB ¼ 7:5 AU, aB ¼ 10 AU, and
eB ¼ 0:25. The left column shows a system with � ¼ 2/3 (M? ¼ 0:5 M� andMC ¼ 1 M�), the system in the middle column has � ¼ 1/2 (M? ¼ MC ¼ 1 M�), and the
third column shows � ¼ 1/3 (in which M? ¼ 1 M� and MC ¼ 0:5 M�). The bottom row also displays the results of two additional simulations (gray and open circles)
using the same stellar parameters. See Fig. 3 for the explanation of the symbols. Although the amount of mass that is lost in these systems is quite different (an average of
72%, 40%, and 25% for the first, second, and third columns, respectively), the fraction of mass in the largest planet within each system is comparable,�50% (Sm � 0:5) on
average.
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additional realizations of the three systems shown in Figure 4:
49% on average when aB ¼ 10 AU, 48% for aB ¼ 20 AU, and
52% for aB ¼ 40 AU. The more eccentric binary stars tend to
stir up the outer edge of the disk such that most of the mass that
is lost is perturbed to within 0.1 AU of the primary star; approx-
imately 82% and 65% of the mass that was lost in the sec-
ond (aB ¼ 20 AU, eB ¼ 0:625) and third (aB ¼ 40 AU, eB ¼
0:8125) simulations was perturbed into the central star, whereas
80% of the mass lost in the simulation shown in the first panel
(aB ¼ 10 AU, eB ¼ 0:25) was ejected from the system. Although
the total change in energy and angular momentum of each system
is comparable, fewer planets form, with the outermost planet
closer to the central star, for binary stars onmore eccentric orbits.
The effect of a more eccentric binary star system for a given qB is
typically a more diverse set of planetary systems, which was also
the case for terrestrial planet formation within a circumbinary
disk surrounding highly eccentric close binary stars (but in that
case the apastron value was the pertinent parameter; Quintana &
Lissauer 2006).

Three simulations from set B (M? ¼ MC ¼ 1:0 M�) with aB ¼
10 AU (and differing eB and qB) are shown in Figure 5. Although
the binary stars in set B are each twice asmassive as those in set A,
the mass ratio is the same (� ¼ 0:5), and for a given (aB, eB) or
qB the simulations display similar trends (Fig. 5) to those from
set A (Fig. 3). Note that only three final planetary systems (from
three realizations chosen at random) are shown in the last row of
each column in Figures 5 and 6, even though from 10 to 30 in-
tegrations were performed, in order to demonstrate with clarity
the diversity of final planets among each set. For simulations
with qB ¼ 5 AU (aB ¼ 10 AU and eB ¼ 0:5), an average of 36%
of the initial disk mass was lost to the central star, and 29% was
ejected from the system. In the 10 runs of this system, from 1 to
2 terrestrial-mass planets formed with Qp < 1 AU of the central
star. We performed an ensemble of 30 integrations for a system
with qB ¼ 7:5 AU, aB ¼ 10 AU, and eB ¼ 0:25, three of which
are shown in the middle column of Figure 5. The average per-
centage of mass that falls within 0.1 AU of the star is 10%, con-
sistent with the analogous runs from set A, whereas the mass
perturbed out of the system is somewhat less, 30% on average.
Within the first 50Myr, from 2 to 5 planets at least as massive as
Mercury have accreted, with 2Y5 planetesimals remaining in each
system on highly eccentric orbits. From 1 to 4 final terrestrial
planets formed (with an average of 2.8) withQp P1:8 AU of the
primary star. That somewhat less mass is lost in set B compared
with an identical orbital parameter system from set A can be ex-
pected, because although stellar perturbations are directly scaled,
planetary perturbations are relatively less significant in set B since
the mass ratio of the planet to the star is smaller, which results in
less internal excitation (see Appendix C of Quintana&Lissauer
[2006] for a discussion of scaling planetary accretion simula-
tions). In simulations from set B with larger periastra of qB ¼
10 AU (aB ¼ 10 AU, eB ¼ 0), such as those shown in the third
column of Figure 5, from 2 to 5 planets form with semimajor
axes that encompass the full range of the initial disk, and even
beyond 2 AU (one planet remained with Qp ¼ 2:78), with 26%
of the initial disk mass lost via ejection. The disk is slightly
more truncated in simulations from set B with qB ¼ 10 AU,
aB ¼ 40 AU, and eB ¼ 0:75 (not shown), and from 1 to 4 planets
accreted with Qp < 2 AU by the end of these integrations.

Figure 6 presents the evolution of three simulations with
the same orbital parameters, aB ¼ 10 AU and eB ¼ 0:25 (qB ¼
7:5 AU), but examines the effect of different stellar mass ratios.
In the first column, the central star has a mass of 0.5 M�, and a
1 M� star perturbs the disk. Among this set, an average of 72%

of the initial disk mass is cleared out (all of it into interstellar
space), and the remaining mass is accreted into 2Y4 planets with
Qp P 1:1 AU. The middle column shows three additional simu-
lations from the qB ¼ 7:5 AU (aB ¼ 10 AU, eB ¼ 0:25) system
from set B that is shown in the middle column of Figure 5, in
which �40% of the initial mass is lost on average. The final
column shows a simulation with the disk centered around a
1 M� star with a 0.5 M� stellar companion. In this set of runs
with � ¼ 1/3, an average of 26% of the initial disk mass is lost
(most of it is perturbed to within 0.1 AU the central star), and
3 or 4 planets accrete with Qp P1:8 AU in each simulation.
This configuration statistically has the same effect on the disk
and the resulting planets as Jupiter and Saturn do in analogous
simulations of the solar system (Chambers 2001; Quintana &
Lissauer 2006). Note that the temporal evolution of most indi-
vidual simulations from sets A and B are presented in Quintana
(2004).

Fig. 7.—Eccentricity as a function of semimajor axis is shown for all of the
final planets formed in equal mass binary star systems with qB ¼ 5 AU (top),
qB ¼ 7:5 AU (middle), and qB ¼ 10 AU (bottom). The radius of each symbol is
proportional to the body that it represents, and the terrestrial planets in our solar
system (at the J2000.0 epoch) are represented by green filled circles in each panel
for comparison. The red symbols represent binary systems from set A with
M? ¼ MC ¼ 0:5 M�, while the blue symbols represent systems from set B with
M? ¼ MC ¼ 1:0 M�. The two distributions for each qB are comparable, although
planetary perturbations in the set B simulations are relatively smaller than those of
set A due to the smaller ratio of planet-to-star mass, which results in less internal
excitation. This effect is evident in the larger number of planetesimals that have
remained close to the central star in the set B simulations shown in each panel.
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4.3. Final Planetary Systems

As described in the previous section, the stellar mass ratio and
the periastron distance strongly influence where terrestrial plan-
ets can form in binary star systems. The effect of qB on the distri-
bution of final planetary system parameters (i.e., number, masses,
etc.) is further explored in this section. Figure 7 displays the dis-
tribution of planetary eccentricities and semimajor axes for all of
the final planets formed in equal-mass binary systems, with sym-
bol sizes proportional to planet sizes,with qB ¼ 5AU (top panel ),
7.5 AU (middle panel ), and 10 AU (bottom panel ). Systems with
M? ¼ MC ¼ 0:5 M� (set A) are represented in red, while systems
withM? ¼ MC ¼ 1:0 M� (set B) are shown in blue. Although the
initial planetesimals/embryos in the disk begin with semimajor
axes that extend out to 2 AU, all of the planets formed in systems
with qB ¼ 5 AU remained with ap < 0:9 AU of the primary star
regardless of the (aB, eB) values. The simulations of systemswith
qB ¼ 7:5AU resulted in the formation of terrestrial-mass planets
within the current orbit of Mars (�1.5 AU). The final planets
formed in systems with qB ¼ 10 AU have a wider range of both
ap (out to 2.2 AU) and ep (up to 0.45). The results from set A and
set B are comparable for a given qB, consistent with the stability
constraints described in x 2. Note the pile-up, however, of plan-
etesimals in the inner region of the disk in systems with M? ¼
MC ¼ 1:0 M�. The innermost initial planetesimal often survives
intact for set B (in which the ratio of the disk mass to star mass is
smaller), but not in set A.

The semimajor axis of the outermost planet can be used as a
measure of the size of the terrestrial planet system. Figure 8 shows

Fig. 8.—Distribution of the semimajor axis of the outermost final planet formed for binary star systems with qB ¼ 5 AU (top), qB ¼ 7:5 AU (middle), and qB ¼ 10 AU
(bottom). The red bars represent simulations from set Awith M? ¼ MC ¼ 0:5 M�, whereas the blue bars represent systems from set B with M? ¼ MC ¼ 1:0 M�. Also
shown in themiddle panel are the results from set C in whichM? ¼ 0:5 M� andMC ¼ 1:0 M� (solid yellow bars), and from set DwithM? ¼ 1:0 andMC ¼ 0:5 M� (solid
black line). Although the semimajor axes extend to larger values in binary systems with larger periastron, the inner edge of the distribution is roughly determined by the
inner edge of the initial disk of embryos, as in the single star case, i.e., the presence of different stellar companions has a minimal effect on the inner terrestrial region.

Fig. 9.—Semimajor axis of the outermost final planet formed in each simu-
lation as a function of binary periastron, qB. The red squares represent binary
systems with M? ¼ MC ¼ 0:5 M� (set A), while the blue triangles represent
systemswithM? ¼ MC ¼ 1:0 M� (set B). A fit to the (2 �) standard deviation for
both sets A and B are also shown by red and in blue lines. The values from set C
(where � ¼ 2/3) are shown with orange plus signs, and those from set D
(� ¼ 1/3) are displayed with light blue crosses. Note that the symbols from sets C
and D have been offset by �0.5 AU for clarity. The expectation value and the
width of each distribution grow in a nearly linear fashion with increasing values
of binary periastron qB.
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Fig. 10.—Histograms of the number offinal planets formed for binary star systemswith qB ¼ 5AU (top), qB ¼ 7:5AU (middle), and qB ¼ 10AU (bottom). The colors
correspond to the different sets of runs as described in Fig. 8. The typical number offinal planets clearly increases in systemswith larger stellar periastron, and alsowhen the
companion star is less massive than the primary (for a given stellar mass ratio).

Fig. 11.—Histograms of the final masses of planets formed within binary star systems with qB ¼ 5 AU (top), qB ¼ 7:5 AU (middle), and qB ¼ 10 AU (bottom). The
colors correspond to the different sets of runs, as described in Fig. 8. Although the size of the stable region shrinks as qB gets smaller, the median mass of the final planets
does not vary greatly for a given qB, suggesting that planet formation remains efficient in the stable regions.



the distribution of the semimajor axis of the outermost final planet,
apmax

, formed in each simulation for systems with qB ¼ 5 AU (top
panel ), 7.5 AU, (middle panel ), and 10 AU (bottom panel ). Note
that twice as many integrations have been performed in set B as in
set A. Figure 8 shows a clear trend: as the binary periastron in-
creases, the distribution of semimajor axes of the outermost planet
becomes wider and its expectation value shifts to larger values.
This trend of a larger distribution in semimajor axis for increasing
qB is also demonstrated in Figure 9, for which the outermost
semimajor axis of the final planets is plotted directly as a function
of qB. Both the expectation value and the width of each distribu-
tion clearly grow (in a nearly linear fashion) with increasing val-
ues of binary periastron qB.

The distributions of the total number of final planets formed
are shown in Figure 10 for simulations with qB ¼ 5 AU (top
panel ), 7.5 AU, (middle panel ), and 10 AU (bottom panel ). In
general, a smaller binary periastron results in a larger percent-
age of mass loss, and a smaller number offinal planets. From 1 to
3 planets formed in all systems with qB ¼ 5 AU, 1Y5 planets re-
mained in systems with qB ¼ 7:5 AU, and 1Y6 planets formed in
all systemswith qB ¼ 10AU. The range in the number of possible
planets thus growswith increasing binary periastron; similarly, the
average number of planets formed in the simulations is an increas-
ing function of qB. In the qB ¼ 7:5AU set with equalmass stars of
1 M�, shown in blue, an average of 2.8 planets formed in the
distribution of our largest set of 30 integrations. The distribution
extends farther out if the perturbing star is smaller relative to the
central star for a given stellar mass ratio, and slightly farther out
when the stars are more massive relative to the disk.

Figure 11 shows the distribution of final planetary masses (in
units of the Earth’s mass,M�) formed in systems with qB ¼ 5 AU

(top panel ), 7.5 AU, (middle panel ), and 10 AU (bottom panel ).
The median mass of the final planets does not depend greatly on
qB. This result suggests that planet formation remains quite effi-
cient in the stable regions, but that the size of the stable region
shrinks as qB gets smaller. This trend is consistent with the decline
in the number of planets seen in Figure 10. When the periastron
value becomes as small as 5 AU, planets only form within 1 AU,
and themass distribution tilts towardmp < M�, i.e., the formation
of Earth-like planets is compromised. Figure 12 displays the dis-
tribution of eccentricities for the planets that are more massive
than the planet Mars that remain in systems with qB ¼ 5 AU (top
panel ), qB ¼ 7:5 AU (middle panel ), and qB ¼ 10 AU (bottom
panel ). The distribution of eccentricities reaches relatively high
values in several simulations (up to�0.45 in the system with the
largest periastron). However, the majority of planets orbit on
nearly circular (eP 0:1) orbits.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper studies the late stages of terrestrial planet formation
in binary star systems. These dynamical systems—disks of plan-
etesimals orbiting in the potential of a binary star—are chaotic and
display extremely sensitive dependence on their initial conditions.
In the present context, as for analogousmodels of terrestrial planet
formation around a single star (Chambers et al. 2002; Quintana &
Lissauer 2006), if one of the planetesimals is moved only 1m for-
ward along its initial orbit, the difference in the final number,
masses, and/or orbits of terrestrial planets that form can be sub-
stantial (see Fig. 1). Effectively equivalent starting states thus
lead to different final states. As a result, the numerical simula-
tion of accretion from any particular initial configuration can-
not be described in terms of a single outcome, but rather must be

Fig. 12.—Distributions of the eccentricities of final planets that are more massive than Mars are shown for systems with qB ¼ 5 AU (top), qB ¼ 7:5 AU (middle), and
qB ¼ 10 AU (bottom). The colors correspond to different sets of runs as described in Fig. 8. The majority of planets orbit on nearly circular (eP 0:1) orbits despite the
proximity of the stellar companion.
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considered as a distribution of outcomes. To account for this com-
plication, we performed multiple realizations with effectively
equivalent starting conditions for all of the binary systems con-
sidered herein. Fortunately, even though the systems are chaotic
and do not have a single outcome, the distributions of outcomes
are well-defined. Further, these distributions show clear trends
with varying properties of the binary star systems and can be used
to study the effects of binaries on the planet formation process.

Our exploration of parameter space shows how binary orbital
parameters affect terrestrial planet formation. We find that the
presence of a binary companion of order 10AU away acts to limit
the number of terrestrial planets formed and the spatial extent of
the terrestrial planet region, as shown by Figures 3Y12. To leading
order, the periastron value qB is the most important parameter in
determining binary effects on planetary outcomes (more predic-
tive than aB or eB alone). In our ensemble of 108 wide binary
simulations that began with equal mass stars, from 1 to 6 planets
formed with semimajor axesP2.2 AU of the central star in binary
systems with qB ¼ 10 AU, from 1 to 5 planets formed within
1.7 AU for systems with qB ¼ 7:5 AU, and from 1 to 3 planets
formedwithin 0.9 AUwhen qB ¼ 5 AU. Nonetheless, for a given
binary perisatron qB, fewer planets tend to form in binary systems
with larger values of (aB, eB) (see Fig. 4).

Binary companions also limit the extent of the terrestrial planet
region in nascent solar systems. As shown in Figures 3, 5, and
7Y9, wider binaries allow for spatially larger systems of terres-
trial planets. Once again, binary periastron is the most important
variable in determining the extent of the final system of terres-
trial planets (as measured by the semimajor axis of the outer-
most planet). However, for a given periastron, the sizes of the
terrestrial planet systems show a wide distribution. In these sim-
ulations, the initial disk of planetesimals extends out to 2 AU, so
we do not expect terrestrial planets to form much beyond this
radius. For binary periastron qB ¼ 10 AU, the semimajor axis of
the outermost planet typically lies near 2 AU, i.e., the system
explores the entire available parameter space for planet formation.
Since these results were obtained with equal mass stars (including
those with M ¼ 1:0 M�), we conclude that the constraint qB k
10AU is sufficient for binaries to leave terrestrial planet systems
unperturbed. With smaller binary periastron values, the resulting
extent of the terrestrial planet region is diminished. When binary
periastron decreases to 5 AU, the typical system extends only out
to ap � 0:75 AU and no system has a planet with semimajor axis
beyond 0.9 AU (but note that we did not perform simulations
with qB ¼ 5 AU and small eB).

While the number of forming planets and their range of orbits
is restricted by binary companions, the masses and eccentricities
of those planets aremuch less affected. Both Figures 7 and 12 sug-
gest that planet eccentricities tend to arise from the same distribu-
tion (with a broad peak near eP ¼ 0:08 and a tail toward higher
values) for all of the systems considered in this study. The distri-
bution of planet masses is nearly independent of binary periastron
(see Fig. 11), although the wider binaries allow for a few slightly
more massive terrestrial planets to form. Finally, we note that the
timescales required for terrestrial planet formation in these sys-
tems lie in the range 50Y200 Myr, consistent with previous find-
ings (e.g., Chambers 2001; Quintana et al. 2002; Quintana &
Lissauer 2006), and largely independent of the binary properties.
This result is not unexpected, as the clock for the accumulation
of planetesimals is set by their orbit time and masses (Safranov
1969), and not by the binary orbital period.

Whitmire et al. (1998) have analyzed the effects of perturba-
tions by a binary companion on planetesimals during the earlier
stages of planetary growth. Assuming that collisions at velocities

>100m s�1 disrupt planetesimals, they find that if two 1M� stars
have periastron qB < 16 AU, then planetary growth at 1 AU is in-
hibited. This criterion ismore limiting than the results of this paper
suggest. But note that the Whitmire et al. model does not include
gas. Perturbations by a gaseous disk can align planetesimal orbits,
reducing collision velocities and thereby allowing growth to pro-
ceed and produce bodies of the sizes that we use as initial condi-
tions over a larger range of semimajor axes (Kortenkamp &
Wetherill 2000).

Our work has important implications regarding the question
of what fraction of stars might harbor terrestrial planetary sys-
tems. The majority of solar-type stars live in binary systems, and
binary companions can disrupt both the formation of terrestrial
planets and their long-term prospects for stability. Approximately
half of the known binary systems are wide enough (in this con-
text, having sufficiently large values of periastron) that Earth-
like planets can remain stable over the entire 4.6 Gyr age of our
solar system (David et al. 2003; Fatuzzo et al. 2006). For the
system to be stable out to the distance of Mars’ orbit, the binary
periastron qB must be greater than about 7 AU, and about half
of the observed binaries have qB > 7 AU. Our work on the
formation of terrestrial planets shows similar trends. When the
periastron of the binary is larger than about qB ¼ 10 AU, even
for the case of equal mass stars, terrestrial planets can form over
essentially the entire range of orbits allowed for single stars (out to
the edge of the initial planetesimal disk at 2 AU).When periastron
qB < 10 AU, however, the distributions of planetary orbital pa-
rameters are strongly affected by the presence of the binary com-
panion (see Figs. 7Y12). Specifically, the number of terrestrial
planets and the spatial extent of the terrestrial planet region both
decrease with decreasing binary periastron. When the periastron
value becomes as small as 5 AU, planets no longer form with
a ¼ 1 AU orbits and the mass distribution tilts towardmp <1M�,
i.e., the formation of Earth-like planets is compromised. Note
that the results from our simulations can be scaled for different star
and disk parameters with the formulae presented in Appendix C
of Quintana & Lissauer (2006). Given the enormous range of or-
bital parameter space sampled by known binary systems, from
contact binaries to separations of nearly a parsec, the range of
periastron where terrestrial planet formation is affected is quite
similar to the range of periastron where the stability of Earth-like
planets is compromised. As a result, about 40%Y50% of binaries
are wide enough to allow both the formation and the long-term
stability of Earth-like planets in S-type orbits encircling one of
the stars. Furthermore, approximately 10% of main-sequence
binaries are close enough to allow the formation and long-term
stability of terrestrial planets in P-type circumbinary orbits (David
et al. 2003; Quintana & Lissauer 2006). Given that the galaxy
contains more than 100 billion star systems, and that roughly half
remain viable for the formation and maintenance of Earth-like
planets, a large number of systems remain habitable based on
the dynamic considerations of this research.
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